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ABSTRACT: 

Throughout the years, sequential output 
configuration has turned into the true structure for 
testability system. The simplicity of testing and 
high test inclusion has made it increase boundless 
modern acknowledgment. In any case, there are 
punishments related with the sequential output 
structure. These punishments incorporate 
execution debasement, test information volume, 
test application time, and test control 
dissemination. The exhibition overhead of sweep 
configuration is because of the output multiplexers 
added to the contributions of each flip-flop. In the 
present exceptionally rapid structures with least 
conceivable combinational profundity, the 
exhibition debasement brought about by the sweep 
multiplexer has turned out to be amplified. 
Consequently, to keep up circuit execution, the 
planning overhead of output configuration must be 
tended to. In this paper, we propose another sweep 
flip-flop structure that kills the exhibition overhead 
of sequential output. The proposed plan expels the 
sweep multiplexer from the practical way. The 
proposed structure can help improve the practical 
recurrence of execution basic plans. Besides, the 
proposed plan can be utilized as a typical output 
flip-flop in the "blended sweep" test wherein it 
very well may be utilized as a sequential sweep 

cell just as an Random access Scan (RAS) cell. 
The blended output test engineering has been 
executed utilizing the proposed sweep flip-flop. 
The trial results demonstrate a promising decrease 
in interconnect wire length, test time, and test 
information volume, contrasted with the cutting 
edge RAS and various sequential sweep 
executions. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Testing of exceedingly complex SoC plans is a 
major test looked by VLSI test network these days. 
Sweep configuration is the main DFT approach 
that can successfully test a profoundly perplexing 
plan with high flaw inclusion. The target of sweep 
configuration is to accomplish full controllability 
and recognizability of each flip-flop in the 
structure. In a full sweep structure, each flip-flop is 
supplanted by an output flip-flop. An output flip-
flop is only a muxed info ace slave based D type 
flip-flop. The output multiplexer has two sources 
of info: information input (D) and sweep input 
(SI). The information determination is performed 
utilizing a control sign called test empower (TE). 
In utilitarian mode, information is chosen and the 
sweep flip-flop work as a reg-ular flip-flop. In test 
mode, check info is chosen, and all the sweep flip-
flops interface in a sequential manner to shape at 
least one sequential move register(s). The 
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sequential move register(s) is prominently known 
as output chain(s). Every flip-failure of the output 
chain are stacked with wanted information by 
successive use of the clock signal. A full output 
structure decreases the consecutive test issue to 
combinational test issue.  

The sequential sweep is clearly not free from 
downsides. There are some characteristic 
punishments related with the sequential sweep. 
These punishments include: 1) execution overhead, 
2) test information volume, 3) test control 
utilization, and 4) test application time. The 
presentation overhead of sequential sweep is 
because of the output multiplexer. The sweep 
multiplexer falls into each timed way and includes 
execution punishment of roughly two entryway 
delays. A circuit without output plan and with 
sweep configuration is appeared in Figure 1. As it 
is recognizable in Figure 1a, the basic way of a 
consecutive circuit without sweep inser-tion is 
chosen by the longest combinational way between 
two flip-flops. Notwithstanding, in an output 
embedded consecutive circuit (see Figure 1b) the 
equivalent basic way is stretched by a sweep 
multiplexer toward the finish of the combinational 
way. The sweep configuration additionally 
includes an additional fanout at the yield of a flip-
flop. Both of these elements increment the basic 
way delay, subsequently diminishes practical clock 
speed by 5% to 10% .This makes it important to 
kill the presentation overhead of the sweep 
multiplexer. A few arrangements have been 
proposed to mitigate the presentation punishment 
of output plan. One such arrangement that eases 
the presentation overhead, just as the other punitive 
ties related with the sequential sweep configuration 
is the utilization of incomplete output rather than 
full output. In incomplete output structure, just a 
subset of every flip-flop in Circuit-Under-Test 
(CUT) are supplanted by sweep flip-lemon to 

frame an output chain. This subset does exclude 
flip-failures of the basic ways, consequently 
decreases the exhibition punishment of sweep. 
Furthermore, the incomplete output plan tech-
niques additionally decrease test information 
volume and test application time which are 
legitimately identified with test-cost. Be that as it 
may, the fractional sweep plan procedures may 
prompt lower flaw inclusion of the CUT. The 
determination of flip-lemon to be incorporated into 
halfway output plan can be testability estimates 
based, structure based ,or ATPG based. The 
structure-based strategies select flip-failures to 
remove the input way. These strategies utilize 
heuristics dependent on system topology for 
choosing a base arrangement of flip-flounders and 
don't expressly break down the circuit conduct. 
The ATPG based strategies select flip-tumbles that 
are helpful for test age. These strategies first utilize 
consecutive ATPG to produce test vectors for 
every single imaginable shortcoming. For the 
deficiencies which stay imperceptible, the related 
flip-flops are found and these are incorporated into 
incomplete sweep structure. 

 

Fig. 1. Scan design performance overhead 
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Fig. 2. A conventional scan flip-flop design. 

A new scan flip-flop design that can be used as 
both a serial scan cell as well as a random access 
scan cell. The major advantages of the proposed 
scan flip-flop design are as follows: 

1) It eliminates the performance penalty of the 
serial scan by removing scan multiplexer from the 
functional path. 

2) It can be used both as a serial scan cell as 
well as a RAS cell, in the mixed mode scan test. 

3) The proposed design does not introduce 
any extra control signal and uses the test control 
signal as a quasi-sequential or low-frequency scan 
clock. 

4) The new scan flip-flop is capable of 
applying all the tests that can be applied with a 
conventional scan flip-flop. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Most of the partial scan techniques require 
computationally demanding sequential ATPG, and 
cannot be afforded with ever increasing circuit 
complexity. Furthermore, partial scan design 
techniques do not provide high fault coverage as 

provided by the full scan design, and it is difficult 
to integrate them into the existing industrial design 
flow. Another approach for eliminating 
performance penalty of scan design is to use scan 
cell designs which provide high performance. 
Galbi and Basto  proposed a dual-edge pulse-
triggered scannable flip-flop which is a high 
performance and low power scan cell. In a recent 
work ,Ahlawat et al. use a modified scan cell 
wherein the scan multiplexer is eliminated off the 
functional path by using separate master latch for 
functional and test mode. These high-performance 
scan cell designs can eliminate the performance 
overhead of scan design. However, such scan cells 
cannot be used in a mixed scan test architecture. 

 

Random access scan (RAS) is an alternative DFT 
tech-nique that can alleviate the problems 
associated with the serial scan. Literature shows 
that RAS can greatly reduce test application time 
and test data volume along with test power 
reduction up to 99% .However, the hardware 
overhead associated with RAS is prohibitively 
high. The routing con-gestion due to interconnect 
wiring is a serious issue that impedes the practical 
implementation of the RAS. In recent past, Baik 
and Saluja have proposed some innovative changes 
to the basic RAS architecture to overcome routing 
con-gestion issue. Baik and Saluja proposed an 
improved ver-sion called Progressive Random 
Access Scan (PRAS) design to improve test time 
and routing wire length. The PRAS design uses 
separate row and column address decoders in place 
of a single address decoder. Baik and Saluja have 
shown that the arrangement of RAS cells in a 
square grid of size N×√N is optimal for improving 
routing congestion, where N is the number of scan 
cells. Mudlapur et al.  fur-ther addresses the 
routing congestion problem by eliminating the 
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scan-in and test-enable lines. However, it 
introduces an additional gate delay in the clock 
path due to clock gating. Adiga et al. proposed a 
modified T flip-flop design to eliminate the clock 
gating introduced in the clock tree. In spite of these 
efforts, routing congestion is still a critical issue 
that needs to be resolved in order to make RAS 
implementation practical. Furthermore, 
observability of storage cells and RAS architecture 
implementation are some other issues which need 
to be addressed properly. 

Recently, the mixed mode scan test has gained 
attention by the test community which tries to 
exploit the best of both serial scan and RAS based 
DFT techniques. In mixed mode scan test 
architecture, a partial serial scan and a partial ran-
dom access scan are integrated to form a complete 
mixed scan architecture. Mixed mode scan 
provides a trade-off between hardware overhead 
and inherent penalties of the serial scan. However, 
mixed mode scan also faces some unresolved 
issues. One of such issues is grouping of the scan 
flip-flops between the two DFT implementations, 
and unavailability of a single scan cell that can be 
used for both DFT structures. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

Scan Design 

It is regular for VLSI plans today to have inside 
state signals which can't be effectively controlled 
from essential information sources or saw at 
essential yields. This disallows successive ATPG 
to be tractable to complex VLSI structures, which 
may contain thousands (or even millions) of state 
components. So as to upgrade controllability and 
perceptibility of enormous successive circuits, the 
output strategy is utilized to change consecutive 
circuits into combinational circuits from the test 
age stance. Subsequently, the more tractable 

combinational ATPG calculations can be utilized. 
The sweep technique endeavors to control and 
watch the consecutive components (i.e., FFs) 
inside a circuit by embeddings a test mode to such 
an extent that, when the circuit is in this mode, all 
the FFs are associated together to frame one or 
different move registers. These move registers, 
otherwise called sweep chains (SCs), are 
associated with essential information sources and 
essential yields, which are called output inputs 
(SIs) and sweep yields (SOs) individually. By 
sequentially moving subjective qualities into the 
SCs from SIs (called check in), all the inward FFs 
can be set to wanted states. Thus, the inner FFs can 
be seen by examining out their qualities in the SCs 
through SOs. Therefore, the circuit turns out to be 
completely controllable and discernible. The total 
controllability and recognizability of a sweep 
configuration takes out the requirement for 
successive ATPG. Rather, the sweep flip-tumbles 
in the circuit are treated as pseudo-essential 
information sources and pseudo-primaryoutputs. 
Accordingly, from the ATPG outlook, the 
successive circuit is changed into a combinational 
circuit. So as to develop the SCs, unique FFs in the 
plan should be supplanted with uncommon output 
flip-flops (SFFs). A SFF has an extra 2-input 
multiplexor (MUX) that is associated with the 
contribution of the FF. The equipment structure of 
a SFF is shown in Figure 1.6(a). In the typical 
utilitarian mode, the SFF peruses the incentive 
from the practical information contribution of the 
MUX, therefore holding the first practically of the 
structure. Then again, in the test mode, the SFF 
takes its incentive from the sweep information 
(SD) contribution of the MUX, which is associated 
with another FF in the SC. 
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SCAN FLIP-FLOP 

A huge assortment of output flip-flop executions 
are accessible. A traditional sweep flip-flop 
configuration is appeared in Figure 2. This output 
cell is an ace slave lock based positive edge 
activated muxed input D type flip-flop. The 
transmission entryway T1, and the inverter pair 
associated consecutive by means of transmission 
door T2 frames the ace hook. The slave hook 
includes transmission entryway T3 and the inverter 
pair associated consecutive through transmission 
door T4. The multiplexer at the contribution of ace 
lock chooses between func-tional input (D) and 
scan_input (SI) contingent on the estimation of test 
control signal test_enable (TE). In test mode, when 
TE is high (1), SI is chosen and is associated with 
ace hook's info. At the point when the clock signal 
(CP) is low (0), the estimation of SI proliferates to 
the ace hook. Meanwhile, slave hook holds the 
incentive from past clock cycle. The esteem 
hooked into the ace spreads to slave lock when CP 
goes to high (1), and to the yield Q of sweep flip-
flop. So also, when the test_enable sign (TE) is set 
to 0, practical info D is chosen, and the circuit 
works in utilitarian mode. 

A. Proposed Scan Flip-Flop Design 

This segment talks about the working of the 
proposed sweep flip-flop in various methods of 
activity. The proposed sweep flip-failure's 
schematic plan is appeared in Figure 3. Rather than 
a multiplexer at ace hook's info, the proposed plan 
utilizes a different way for stacking test vector 
esteems into the ace lock. Besides, the proposed 
output flip-flop utilizes a minimal effort dynamic 
slave lock for moving of test vectors in the test 
mode.  

In practical mode, useful slave hook's yield Q 
drives the combinational circuit inputs. The ace 

hook of the proposed output flip-flop is shaped by 
transmission entryway T1, and inverter pair (i1, i2) 
associated consecutive by means of transmission 
door T2. Essentially, the slave lock is shaped by 
transmission entryway T3, and inverter pair (i3, i4) 
associated consecutive through transmission door 
T4. The dynamic slave lock contains transmission 
door T7 and inverter i7. The test mode way is 
shaped by including transmission entryway T5, T6, 
cushion i5, and inverter i6 to the ace lock structure. 
It ought to be noticed that the additional entryways 
added to the ace stage to shape the test mode input 
way are not on the utilitarian way. This additional 
cir-cuitry stays crippled amid the utilitarian mode, 
and the proposed sweep flip-flop goes about as an 
ordinary flip-flop. The ace hook and the slave lock 
are constrained by utilitarian clock sig-nal CP. The 
test mode input way is impaired by the test_enable 
cum output clock signal SCK. Note that, the SCK 
signal in the proposed output cell is practically 
comparable to the test_enable sign TE, 
nonetheless, rather than the customary sweep plan 
in which TE is a simply combinational sign, SCK 
is a low recurrence or semi consecutive sign. 

 

Fig. 3. Proposed scan flip-flop design. 
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The SCK signal is used both as test control as well 
as a low-frequency scan clock signal in the 
proposed scan design. Since the scan operation is 
performed at a much lower frequency, typically at 
10MHz to 50MHz, compared to the system or 
functional clock frequency [23], the routing of 
SCK as a slow frequency scan clock signal will not 
introduce much overhead in terms of area and 
power.  

TEST VECTORS  

The proposed sweep flip-flop permits applying all 
sort of test vectors that can be connected utilizing a 
regular output flip-flop. Prior to applying any test 
vectors, examine chain respectability is checked by 
practicing output flush test. Output flush test is 
connected by proliferating an all change design, as 
1100, through the sweep chain with no reaction 
catch cycle in the middle. The sweep clock SCK is 
constantly kept high amid utilitarian mode. At the 
point when utilitarian clock CP is high (1), falling 
edge on SCK changes the circuit from useful mode 
to test or output mode. The utilitarian clock CP is 
constantly kept high (1) amid output move task. 
On landing of the negative edge of SCK, the 
estimation of SI proliferates into ace hook by 
means of test input way. Next, the rising edge on 
SCK exchanges the ace lock an incentive to 
dynamic slave hook and to the sweep yield hub 
SO. By redundant utilization of sweep clock, the 
flush examples are engendered through the output 
chain and saw at the essential yield stick. The 
perception of right information succession at 
essential yield stick confirms the trustworthiness of 
the output chain or sweep way. 

A. Stuck-at-Fault Test 

When clock CP is high (1), falling edge on scan 
clock SCK indicates the start of scan shifting. The 
stuck-at-fault test is applied by first loading the test 

vector via scan shifting path and then launching the 
test vector via functional slave latches. 

B. Launch-on-Capture Test 

In launch-on-capture (LOC) testing, a test vector 
pair (V1, V2) is applied to the CUT. The first 
vector V1 initializes the circuit and the second 
vector V2 launches the transition. The application 
of initialization vector V1 and its response cap-ture 
is performed in a way similar to stuck-at-fault test. 
As we know that vector V2 is the functional 
response of vector V1, response capture of V1 acts 
as the launch of transition vector V2. The response 
of vector V2 is captured by applying an at-speed 
functional clock cycle. The loading/unloading of 
test/response is done in a way similar to stuck-at-
fault testing. The timing diagram for the Launch-
on-capture test application. 

C. Launch-on-Shift Test 

In launch-on-shift (LOS) testing, transition vector 
V2 is a one-bit shift of initialization vector V1. In 
LOS test, the response of V1 is not captured. As 
explained earlier V1 is launched at the negative 
edge of scan clock SCK. As V2 is a one-bit shift of 
V1, V2 is launched at the next negative edge of 
SCK. In order to capture the response of V2 at-
speed, the scan clock SCK needs to be clocked at 
functional clock speed. To apply LOS, SCK must 
be timing closed. However, it should be noted that 
SCK in the proposed design is an exact functional 
equivalent of the test_enable signal TE in the 
conventional scan flip-flop. In contrast to the 
conventional scan design, the SCK in the proposed 
scan design is used both as test con-trol as well as 
a low-frequency scan clock. In order to make SCK 
timing closed at the functional frequency, which is 
also a global signal like the functional clock signal 
CK, it needs to be synthesized like a clock tree 
which is a very costly task. Application of LOS test 
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even in conventional scan design is not possible 
without timing closed TE signal. 

MIXED MODE SCAN DESIGN 

This area investigates the utilization of the 
proposed sweep flip-failure to execute blended 
mode filter design. In a blended output design, a 
portion of the flip-flops are utilized to shape 
sequential sweep and rest of the flip-flops structure 
RAS engineering. Both sequential output test 
engineering and RAS test design are worked 
simultaneously. In the simple usage of the blended 
output, the flip-tumbles that are incorporated into 
sequential sweep engineering are supplanted by a 
sequential sweep flip-flop and the flip-slumps that 
are incorporated into RAS design are supplanted 
by RAS cell. In blended mode sweep structure the 
clock should be kept high all through the test mode 
to perform RAS cell read/compose task. 
Henceforth, the sequential output part can't be 
worked in simultaneous to RAS utilizing the 
traditional sequential sweep cell. The proposed 
output cell conquers this issue by utilizing test con-
trol signal as a moderate recurrence sweep clock 
and permits to work both sequential and RAS 
configuration in parallel 

 

Fig. 4. Mixed mode scan design architecture 

A. Proposed Scan Flip-Flop as RAS Cell 

The proposed sweep configuration wipes out the 
requirement for two sep-arate filter cell libraries 
for executing sequential output part and RAS part. 
It gives a typical sweep cell that can be utilized 
both as a sequential output cell just as a RAS cell. 
Schematic structure of zone and execution 
productive, dynamic irregular access examine cell 
proposed by Baik and Saluja .This PRAS cell is an 
altered plan of a customary ace slave based 
positive edge activated D type flip-flop. The dim 
part delineates the PRAS cell, and the rest of the 
circuit is a piece of RAS test design. The dim piece 
of the proposed output flip-flop appeared in Figure 
3 can be utilized as a base sweep cell. The dim box 
of the proposed flip-flop maps to the essential 
PRAS cell configuration with the exception of the 
entrance pass transistors are supplanted by 
transmission entryways (T5, T6). Both of these 
essential cells are practically comparable. In this 
manner, a similar essential cell of the proposed 
structure can be utilized as a PRAS cell without 
alteration. Note that the proposed sweep cell has 
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one additional yield hub SO which stays detached 
in RAS. The base output cell can be combined as a 
PRAS cell by mapping the base sweep cell in/out 
sign with comparing PRAS in/out sign to use in 
RAS test design. Likewise, the base sweep cell can 
be blended as sequential output cell with the full 
rationale appeared in Figure 3. It is worth to take 
note of that with a minor change in blend process 
the proposed sweep flip-lemon can be integrated as 
both sequential output cell and PRAS cell. Besides, 
another significant favorable position of the 
proposed output cell is that both sequential sweep 
plan and RAS configuration can be orchestrated 
with a typical clock tree. As talked about in the 
past areas the clock is kept at a steady abnormal 
state to work the proposed sweep cell in test mode, 
and test_enable sign is utilized as output clock. 
This can make the blended mode check design 
usage exceptionally productive and smooth. 

B. Mixed Mode Scan Architecture 

The blended mode sweep configuration proposed 
by Tudu alluded as J-Scan has been utilized as a 
kind of perspective, is appeared in Figure 4 In this 
work, the PRAS design with the conventional 
sequential output engineering has been utilized to 
execute RAS and sequential part individually. The 
initial phase in blended mode filter design usage is 
isolation of all the flip-flops into two gatherings. 
One gathering of the flip-flops is appointed to 
sequential part and the flip-flops from the second 
gathering go into RAS part. The isolation of sweep 
cells among sequential part and RAS part is 
essential for test time, test information volume, test 
control dissemination, and zone overhead. For the 
present work, we have utilized a straightforward 
basis dependent on test example care bits. The 
output cells for which the vast majority of the 
examples are determined with consideration bits 
are incorporated into sequential sweep part. 

Though those output cells for which the greater 
part of the test examples have unspecified or 
couldn't care less bits are incorporated into RAS 
part. Note that the proposed base output cell has 
been utilized to incorporate both PRAS cell just as 
the sequential sweep cell. The blended mode check 
design has three fundamental segments: Multiple 
Serial Scan (MSS) part, RAS part, and the test 
controller. The different sequential sweep part is 
indicated by p-sequential, and RAS part is 
signified by p-irregular. The p-sequential part 
comprises various sequential sweep chains with 
data sources SI0, SI1, and SI2, and a MISR at the 
yields to smaller the test reactions. The quantity of 
sweep chains can fluctuate depend-ing upon the 
accessible number of test pins. The move task in p-
sequential is performed by utilizing the scan enable 
cum output clock signal SCK. The RAS part is 
indicated by p-arbitrary and executed as PRAS 
design. The line address move register and 
segment driver are utilized for composing test 
information. In view of the section address the test 
controller creates control sig-nals to drive the bit 
and bit-bar lines utilizing the segment driver. The 
Sense Amplifier and MISR square are utilized to 
peruse and minimal the test reaction information. 
The MISR for p-sequential and p-arbitrary are 
associated sequentially with the controller to move 
out the test reaction signature by means of the 
sweep I/O port. The two info sign test-mode0 and 
test-mode1 associated with the test controller are 
utilized to work the circuit between useful mode 
and the test mode and practicing the test.  

Test Application: The usefulness of the circuit is 
con-trolled by the two test mode control sign test-
mode0 and test-mode1. Contingent on the 
conditions of the test control signals the circuit can 
work in four modes. At the point when the two 
sign are 0, the circuit works in ordinary practical 
mode. The staying three states are blended mode 
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(01), p-arbitrary mode (10), and p-sequential mode 
(11). The test procedure begins with blended mode 
with p-sequential and p-irregular 
stacking/emptying the test improvements/reaction 
simultaneously. The move activity in p-sequential 
which is integrated utilizing the proposed sweep 
flip-flop is done as clarified in above. 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 

To approve the adequacy of the proposed output 
flip-flop in blended mode sweep structure 
condition, scaled ISCAS 89 seat imprint circuits 
have been utilized. The benchmark circuits are up-
scaled as far as size by repeating a similar circuit 
mod-ule on numerous occasions. The circuits are 
orchestrated utilizing Synopsys Design Compiler 
for all the three DFT structures, i.e., different 
sequential sweep (MSS) plan, PRAS structure, and 
Mixed mode output plan. The complete directing 
wire length (WL) com-puted by the device for all 
the three test plans is accounted for in Table III. As 
it tends to be seen from Table III, the full various 
sequential sweep engineering sets the most 
minimal bound on the aggregate and normal wire 
length. Then again, the RAS engineering has the 
most noteworthy wire length on account of which 
it has directing clog issue. The blended mode 
sweep test archi-tecture utilizes the best of both 
various sequential output and RAS design. The 
blended mode examine design gives a method for 
exchange off between equipment overhead and test 
time, test information volume, and test control.  

 

The directing wire length has been determined 
with two dif-ferent number of test pins. The 
primary line results compare to the S38417 and 
S5378 benchmark circuits executed with eleven 
output in pins. Then again, the second column 
results compare to circuit usage with ten output in 

pins. It very well may be seen from Table III that 
the interconnect directing wire length likewise 
improves with the higher number of test pins. With 
a higher number of test pins accessible at the chip 
level the quantity of inner output chain increment 
which thus decreases the sweep chain length or at 
the end of the day the num-ber of output cell in a 
sweep chain. The lessening in output chain length 
diminishes the sweep way length. Subsequently, 
the general wire length diminishes as the quantity 
of test pins increments. The most extreme rate 
decrease in all out wire length is around 21% for 
S38417 benchmark circuit. 

Sample Values in testing. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed an output flip-flop plan which 
dispenses with the presentation punishment of the 
sequential sweep by expelling filter multiplexer 
from the useful way. The new sweep flip-flop is 
equipped for applying every customary test and 
completely com-employs with the regular business 
plan and test stream. Moreover, the proposed 
output flip-failure can be utilized both as a 
sequential sweep cell just as a RAS cell, in the 
blended mode sweep test. The blended mode 
sweep configuration executed with proposed 
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output flip-flop demonstrates a promising decrease 
in interconnect wire length, test information 
volume, and test application time. 
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